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        Stereoscope Slides Reflection  

Since many of the slides made for stereoscopes were based 

around sightseeing and travel — so much that the magazine 

Photographic Mosaics claimed the stereoscope was “a necessary 

adjunct to the telescope and microscope, showing us the true form 

and configuration of the distant world”  — we decided to flip that 1

concept by looking at campus landmarks from an ant’s point-of-view. 

Many of the travel-themed cards would display aerial views of national or international 

landmarks, so we wanted to provide the stereoscope slides 

with a new perspective.  2

We designed our slides dimensionally for a Holmes 

Stereoscope, the most popular format of the nineteenth 

century. To give the illusion of 3D, the stereoscope uses two 

images that have been offset by the offset distance of two 

human eyes and allows the viewer to look at them both through two slightly-magnifying lenses. 

Both views converge to give a 3D effect, and our slides updated the technology by using color 

blending, like 3D glasses, to increase the depth of the final image.  3
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To create the slides, we first took photos of iconic Tech landmarks from the lowest 

vantage point possible; this required laying on the ground and shooting at a high angle. For each 

landmark, we took two photos, offset by approximately an inch. Then we ran the photos through 

a MATLAB function that put the pairs into the mask with the right dimensions and took the red 

out of the photo on the left. We then printed out the slides on a color printer and glued them onto 

cardstock for strength. Then they were ready to be viewed. 

The main challenge we encountered creating the slides was making sure that the 

dimensions of each slide were correct for printing. When we designed the function, it sized each 

picture correctly in Microsoft Paint, but switching the files over to the Macs at the library caused 

disparities in sizing. We ended up having to run a few test prints and eyeball the scaling of the 

photos until we found a size that fit the viewer. 

By taking the basic concept of the stereoscope and reinventing the content from a new 

angle plus adding in extra technology to increase its capacity for success, we have given new life 

to an underrated and near-forgotten optical toy by playing once again into the public’s love for 

viewing interesting photos, as described by stereoscope creator Oliver Wendell Holmes: "Give 

us a few negatives of a thing worth seeing, taken from different points of view, and that is all we 

want of it."  4
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